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M-294 CAMP RUSTON P.O.W. CAMP, ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY, RECORDS  
 AND ARTIFACTS, 1994. 
 
 CAMP RUSTON DOCUMENTATION PROJECT. 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 Records of archaeological survey of site of U.S. World War II prisoner of war 
camp, Camp Ruston, conducted by Mark Scalia, including photographs and artifacts.  2 
boxes. 
 
BOX FOLDER DESCRIPTION 
001 001  One small glass bottle, 1" in diameter and 2" high. 
 002  One small glass bottle, 1 1/8" in diameter and 2 3/4" high. 
 003  Shard from white plate with part of red United States Medical  
    Department insignia (identical to dinnerware in M-300,  
    Eugenia Kennimer Welch, Camp Ruston Collection [1942]- 
    1994. Camp Ruston Documentation Project. 
 
002 001-002 Sixteen color photos of archaeologist Mark Scalia's work on   
    discovering, clearing the site, and excavating the  
    foundations of a guard tower, 1994. 
 003  Five color photos of archaeologist Mark Scalia unearthing art of a  
    model castle constructed by prisoners from pebbles and  
    home-made concrete, 1994. 
